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Methods for classifying obesity in spinal cord injury: a review
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Study design: Narrative review.
Objectives: Review methods used to measure and classify obesity in individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI). Outline the strengths
and weaknesses of each method used to measure obesity in individuals with SCI.
Setting: International.
Methods: PubMed was used to identify articles before 2016. Search terms (‘obesity’ or ‘weight status’ and ‘spinal cord injury’). Filters:
adults, English and human. Studies were retained that (1) included participants, 18 years or older, with SCI; (2) took place in inpatient,
outpatient or community-based settings and (3) measured obesity status. Unique methods for classifying individuals with SCI as obese
were identified and examples are presented.
Results: Methods identified for classifying obesity were as follows: World Health Organization body mass index (BMI)
cutoff⩾30 kg m−2, BMI cutoff ⩾25-29 kg m−2, and SCI-specific BMI cutoff ⩾22 kg m−2, waist circumference cutoff (women
4102 cm, men 488 cm), percent body fat cutoffs ⩾25% using bioelectrical impedance analysis and dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry, computerized tomography scan visceral fat area ⩾100 cm2 and percentage of ideal body weight.
Conclusions: BMI is the most widely used measure of obesity in the SCI literature. Although some studies identified alternative cutoffs
or other metrics, there is no standardized obesity classification in SCI. However, research is needed to determine and validate obesity
classification specific to SCI due to physiological changes that occur following injury. We recommend that researchers and clinicians
proceed with caution and use methodology based on the purpose of measurement.
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INTRODUCTION

‘Obesity’ is a clinical term referring to excess adiposity.1 Many methods
of assessing body composition to identify individuals with obesity are
used in epidemiology, research and clinical settings. Body composition
methods used to measure adiposity include underwater weighing,
dilution methods, whole-body potassium counting, dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA), computerized tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging, bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) and anthro-
pometric measures such as height and weight to calculate body mass
index (BMI), waist circumference (WC) and hip circumference.2

The utility of obesity classification in the US general population
arose in aiding life insurance companies in assessing the risk of
mortality in overweight policyholders. Ideal body weight tables were
developed using life insurance company and NHANES data.3 More
recently, the Hamwi sex-specific formula has been used in developing
body weight tables and is most commonly used by healthcare providers
in the US.4 For men, it is calculated by summing 106 pounds for the
first 5 feet, plus 6 pounds for each additional inch. For women, it is
calculated by summing 100 pounds for the first 5 feet, plus 5 pounds
for each additional inch. Formulas provide healthcare providers a
streamlined method that requires no chart or burden on medical staff
to memorize a table of numbers. However, the origins of this method
are unknown, and there is very little published research on its validity.

Because of the uncertainty in using Hamwi’s table, other measures
of obesity are being used in the general population to identify
individuals with obesity. BMI is now the most common method used
in the literature to classify obesity used in research and practice due to
ease of measurement in the general population. It was derived by
Adolphe Quetelet in the 1800 s as a metric for understanding human
body growth and later applied by Keys as a useful alternative to body
fat percentage in population-based studies.5 The World Health
Organization (WHO) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) define obesity as having a BMI of 30 kg m− 2 or more.6 The
BMI cutoffs for classifying weight status (underweight ⩽ 18.5 kg m− 2,
normal = 18.5–24.9 kg m− 2, overweight = 25–29.9 kg m− 2 and obese
⩾ 30 kg m− 2) are based on longitudinal studies of disease risk in
thousands of individuals from the general population.6 Standard BMI
cutoffs were established to reflect the points along the weight/height
continuum, where marked increases occur in morbidity and mortality
related to a number of health conditions,1 including hypertension,
cardiovascular disease (CVD) and diabetes mellitus.7 However, these
values may not be valid for certain segments of the population
including other racial/ethnic groups (for example, Asians). Alternative
obesity cutoff of BMI ⩾ 25 kg m− 2 for Asians was developed during
the WHO expert consultation in 2002.8 Other common anthropo-
metric measures of obesity are waist and hip circumference. WC
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specifically is a valid measure of abdominal adiposity or visceral fat in
the general population.9 The WHO assembly in 1995 released
sex-specific WC cutoffs for obesity—women 4102 cm and men
488 cm. Cutoffs for WC were established based on the correlation
to BMI, total body fat and CVD risk factors using European
population data.10

Anthropometric measures allow for the estimation of body fat, but
more precise measures of fat mass can also be used. Densitometry or
underwater weighing is the classic technique used for measuring fat
mass. It is based on the fact that fat is less dense than water, and
therefore individuals with more body fat will have a lower body
density. This method is well established, but methodological issues
including lung volume measurement can be a major source of error.2

Air displacement methods for measuring body volume and density
including the BODPOD show high correlation with densitometry and
are easier to administer.2 Whole-body potassium counting is another
method used for estimating total body fat from estimates of
potassium, but due to ethnic and gender differences in the rates of
total body potassium, interpretation of results from this method is
complicated.2 BIA is another common estimate of body composition
and body fat, considered a gold standard in some fields because
measures of opposition to the flow of an electric current through body
tissues can then be used to calculate an estimate of total body water.11

Validation studies compare BIA to skinfold anthropometry, deuterium
oxide dilution (D2O) and densitometry, but primarily in adult,
healthy, European and North American non-Hispanic White
participants.11

Imaging methods are becoming more common in practice and in
research for estimating total body fat. DXA is a method for measuring
bone mineral density; however, DXA scans also can be used for direct
measurement of total body composition and fat content.2 DXA was
first applied to body composition in 1981.12 It has since become
recognized as the gold standard for measuring adiposity because it
directly assesses body composition. CT and magnetic resonance
imaging can also be used to measure fat mass in the whole body or
in specific body segments. These methods are considered the most
accurate methods for assessing body composition at the tissue and
organ level. Validation studies of CT scan use for assessing sub-
cutaneous and visceral fat began in the early 1980s.13 Asian-specific
guidelines have been developed for abdominal obesity, determined by
cross-sections of abdomen, equal to visceral fat area ⩾ 100 cm2.14

All the methods outlined can be used to assess obesity in the general
populations and have strengths and weaknesses in ease of measure-
ment, cost and risks; however, validity of each measure in diverse
populations is understudied. The focus of this narrative review is to
identify methods used to classify obesity in individuals with spinal
cord injuries (SCI). It is well documented that BMI and other standard
cutoffs may not be valid for individuals with SCI, given the substantial
physiological changes that occur following injury. For example, even
when classified as being within normal weight status, individuals with
SCI generally have higher body fat percentage15 and lower percentage
of muscle mass16 per unit of body mass compared with the
nondisabled population. Although many studies of people with SCI
support the relationship between obesity and CVD-risk factors, like
hypertension, dyslipidemia and elevated high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol levels,17,18 other studies have found increased rates of
these CVD risk factors irrespective of obesity status.19,20 It is possible
that conflicting information about risks associated with obesity among
people with SCI is due to the inconsistent use of obesity measurement
or classification methods not validated for this population.

The physiology of SCI and circumstances surrounding acute care
and chronic management make measurement of adiposity problematic
and complicate establishing parameters for obesity. Transfer from/to
wheelchair requirements for height and weight measurement is a
significant barrier that can impede individuals from performing
measurements independently. Individuals with SCI require platform
scales for weight measurement that are often not available in clinical
settings let alone at home.16 Although estimating height based on arm
span is commonly used to replace stadiometer measurements, it has
been shown to be the least accurate measure compared to recumbent
length, which requires transfers, knee height or self-report.21 There-
fore, measurement issues, as well as changes in muscle mass and body
composition following SCI, may lead to unreliable BMI
measurement.16 Other measures of adiposity exist, but barriers to
transferring and high cost limit access and feasibility of use in clinical
or personal settings.
The current study is a narrative review of the literature that asks the

question, ‘What measurement and classification methods have been
used to determine obesity in individuals with SCI?’ This review
provides clinicians and researchers with information to make
informed decisions on measurements to use in studies and practice
by outlining strengths and weaknesses of each method, and it also
provides recommendations to guide future research in designing
obesity studies involving people with SCI.

METHODS

A literature search was performed in PubMed using the terms ‘obesity’
OR ‘weight status’ AND ‘spinal cord injury’, and the filters ‘adults,’
‘English’ and ‘human’ were applied to the database. Studies that (1)
included participants 18 years or older with SCI, (2) took place in
inpatient, outpatient or community-based settings and (3) measured
obesity status were retained for review. Only articles published before
March 2016 were considered. Studies using methods for measuring
adiposity that did not classify individuals into obesity categories were
not considered. Studies that specifically classify subjects into obesity
categories were included to provide examples for each method of
measuring obesity.
The research team examined articles to identify each unique

method used for classifying obesity in individuals with SCI. We
provide examples of each method used in the literature, describe
strengths and weaknesses of each method for obesity classification in
terms of population validation, ease of measurement, cost of
measurement, validation to disease risk factors and reliability, and
provide recommendations for measurement studies and clinical
practice.

RESULTS

The review showed that six distinct methods of classifying obesity
status have been used in individuals with SCI. Three methods estimate
body composition through anthropometric measure calculations
(BMI, WC and IBW), and three methods estimate body fat mass
(DXA, CT scan and BIA). Estimates of obesity rates varied widely
across the studies, from 5.6 to 70.4% of participants.22,23 All methods
provided a continuous variable to which cutoff values were imposed to
constitute an ‘obesity’ classification.

METHODS FOR CLASSIFYING OBESITY

BMI is a widely used equation of body mass and the most common
measure of obesity used in individuals with SCI. Some studies use
obesity classification by BMI cutoff to screen participants for inclusion,
others use BMI cutoff as an independent or dependent variable and
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others test the validity of BMI among people with SCI against a gold
standard measure of body fat in the general population. For example,
Chen et al.24 used WHO BMI classification in examining longitudinal
SCI Model Systems data and classified 1381 individuals with SCI as
underweight, overweight or obese. Findings from this study show that
over 50% of this sample was overweight or obese, and BMI
classification groups were compared on physical and psychosocial
health measures. WHO BMI guidelines were validated on white adults
of European descent.25 Asian-specific BMI cutoffs to classify obesity
have been used in populations with SCI.26 Additionally, others cite
population-based studies that documented associations among CVD,
metabolic syndrome and BMI in a range from 27 to 29.9 kg m− 2.27

These alternative cutoffs are not widely used or validated for
individuals with SCI.
Further, standard BMI cutoffs have been shown to be a poor

predictor of CVD in SCI.28 Given concerns that standard BMI cutoffs
may not be valid for classifying obesity in people with SCI, there have
been attempts to use alternative BMI values for this population.
Ayas et al.29 used the median of the BMI values for a sample of 197
individuals with SCI, 25.3 kg m− 2, as the threshold for classifying
participants as obese. More recently, SCI-adjusted BMI was established
by Laughton et al. using C-reactive protein cutoff scores as indicators
of CVD risk compared to BMI and percent fat mass (%FM) measured
by BIA. This study validated a new SCI-specific BMI cutoff equal to
422 kg m− 2 by comparing it to a gold standard measure of CVD risk
and %FM as an indication of obesity status in SCI.30 The SCI-specific
BMI method is not widely used in the literature and has not been
validated in other large population-based studies.
WC is another widely used measure of obesity that is cited in the

literature as a good indicator of abdominal obesity. Studies have
investigated the relationship between WC and CVD in populations
with SCI and generally recommend this method due to high
correlation to CVD indicators and ease of measurement.18,31 However,
Han et al.32 found that WC underestimated visceral adipose tissue
measured by DXA and it is not widely used in the literature.
Lee et al.33 used another method, percentage of IBW, to define obesity
in individuals with SCI. IBW tables and Hawmi’s formula have not
been validated in populations with SCI.
In populations with SCI, imaging-based measures of fat mass have

also been used. DXA has been used in obesity measurement validation
studies, but SCI-specific cutoffs have not been established.31,32,34

Similarly, CT has been used to measure adiposity in populations with
SCI, but SCI-specific cutoffs for obesity using body fat determined by
CT scans are not available.26 BIA has also been used as the gold
standard in obesity measurement validation studies in people with
SCI.16 However, cutoffs for people with SCI have not been established.
Therefore, direct measurement of fat mass in individuals with SCI is
possible, but validation studies of unique %FM cutoffs do not
currently exist.

PAPERS COMPARING METHODS OF OBESITY CLASSIFICATION

Some studies in the literature compare methods of classifying obesity
for validation purposes. Examples of studies that clearly classify
individuals into obesity categories using multiple methods are noted
to provide context for recommendations.
Buchholz et al.35 used both BMI- and sex-specific %FM cutoffs for

total body water using BIA to measure obesity in individuals with SCI.
They cite methodological issues surrounding total body water estimate
validation in the general population, but posit that there is reason to
believe that hydration values in individuals with paraplegia and
tetraplegia do not vary greatly from the Pace and Rathbun lean tissue

hydration constant value of 73.2%.35 Further, they found that BMI
showed specificity for identifying individuals who are not obese, but,
using BIA cutoffs, only 20% of obese subjects with paraplegia were
correctly identified with WHO BMI ⩾ 30 kg m− 2 cutoff. Therefore,
BMI is great at identifying nonobese individuals, but individuals with a
BMI lower than 30 are often considered obese using BIA, indicating
low sensitivity of BMI cutoff values for individuals with paraplegia.
This study used a very small sample (n= 31 individuals with
paraplegia and 62 control subjects), but it highlights a major concern
of not identifying individuals with SCI who are obese using WHO
BMI cutoffs.
Recommendations for obesity cutoffs for Asian populations have

already been addressed in the general population, but the question of
modified cutoffs in individuals with SCI is just beginning. Inayama
et al.26 studied Asian-specific cutoffs for BMI, WC and visceral fat
measured by CT scan. They identified 43% of individuals having
visceral fat area ⩾ 100 cm2, which is the Asian-specific guideline for
obese status. Linear regression analysis showed significant associations
between visceral fat area, Asian-specific BMI and WC cutoffs, with
WC coefficients indicating more accuracy than BMI in this sample of
Japanese individuals with SCI. Using their equations, they estimated
that visceral fat areas ⩾ 100 cm2 would be equivalent to 81.3 cm WC
and 22.5 kg m− 2 BMI. The identified BMI is very close to the SCI-
specific BMI cutoff suggested by Laughton et al. of 22 kg m− 2 showing
promise of that lowered cutoff, and use of WC and CT scan measured
visceral fat area in this population as indicators of abdominal obesity.
Jones et al.34 used a DXA fat mass cutoff of 25% and compared

groups to WHO BMI cutoff. This study found that at almost every
BMI value, individuals with SCI have a greater amount of fat mass
measured by DXA than the able-bodied controls. These results are
consistent for different body regions as well. For example, in men with
SCI, total kg trunk fat was on average 11.0 (s.d. 6.0), whereas in able-
bodied matched controls the average kg trunk fat was 7.3 (s.d. 3.5)
Po0.5. Other areas showed significant results, but trunk fat is
highlighted due to metabolic risks and high incidence of abdominal
adiposity in men in general.
These studies help to highlight the issues in the literature. BMI is

the most widely used measure of obesity in individuals with SCI, but
studies show that it is not a valid measure. Therefore, other methods
must be explored and changes in BMI cutoffs are needed, along with
recommendations for acquiring required measures of height and
weight.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF METHODS FOR

CLASSIFYING OBESE STATUS

Strengths and weaknesses of each method for measuring obesity found
in this review are outlined in Table 1. Examples of strengths identified
by the research team include ease of measurement and the validity of
fat measurement in tools such as CT and DXA. However, the major
concern of this review is the lack of validated and reliable methods of
obesity classification in individuals with SCI who are at risk for CVD
and other health complications following injury. In addition, mea-
surement issues are magnified in individuals with SCI due to difficulty
in accurate height and weight measurement. A major weakness in
using any identified method is the lack of validation in individuals
with SCI. Therefore, validation studies of numerous methods are
needed in large, diverse populations with SCI to provide accurate
indicators of risk as individuals are living to older ages. Current
recommendations for obesity classification in populations with SCI are
outlined in the discussion.
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DISCUSSION

Results of this review indicate that there is currently no generally
accepted or consensus definition of obesity for people with SCI. One
study sought to validate a SCI-adjusted BMI cutoff, but this
classification is not being widely used, cited or validated in larger,
diverse samples. Researchers and clinicians are using a variety of
methods of obesity classification, limiting the potential for comparison
of results and meta-analyses. The lack of a validated, widely used, SCI-
specific classification of obesity is detrimental to the advancement of
the field and our understanding of factors associated with mortality
and health in individuals with SCI.
The unreasonably large range of obesity rates across these studies

indicates several weaknesses in the state of the science in both obesity
and SCI, as well as disability in general. Specifically, rates of obesity
reported among participants ranged from 5.6 to 70.4% of subjects.
Gorgey and Gater36 reviewed the literature on obesity following SCI
and reported obesity rates of 20–30% in a large cross-sectional
research on individuals with SCI. The obesity range in this review
reflects diverse studies, not all of which focused on population-level
analysis of obesity prevalence.

BMI is one of the most commonly employed measures of adiposity
in nondisabled individuals. BMI calculation requires accurate and
reliable height and weight measurement. As previously mentioned,
Froehlich-Grobe et al.21 found that self-reported height and weight in
populations with SCI are prone to error, possibly to a greater extent
than in the general population. Accurate measurement of weight in
SCI requires expensive scales, assistance with transferring and extra
calculations that lead to barriers in obtaining accurate data. Another
alternative for height estimation in individuals with SCI who cannot
stand unassisted is the use of ulnar measurement. This measurement
does not require transfer assistance and has been validated in diverse
populations, including adults with contractures.37 However, we
caution that it has a positive bias that may be further exaggerated in
individuals with pediatric onset of SCI.38 The ruler function on the
DXA can be used to measure height in this population, which is
currently not widely used in the field, but shows promise as a feasible
option for individuals who are able to transfer to a DXA table. Further,
SCI-adjusted cutoffs for BMI-based determinations of obesity have
been proposed and used in some studies,30,39 but barriers in
measurement need to be addressed if these determinations are to be

Table 1 Strengths and weaknesses of methods to define obesity in SCI

Method Tested for reliability/

validity in SCI

Strengths Weaknesses

BMI No Easy to classify

Widely used measurement (comparable to other

studies)

Suggested by CDC and other governing bodies

Not sensitive to physiological changes in SCI

Validated in a nondisabled European sample

Not sensitive to ethnic differences

SCI-specific BMI Yes Easy to classify

Widely used measurement (comparable to other

studies)

Suggested by CDC and other governing bodies

Validated on SCI populations

Not sensitive to physiological changes in SCI

Not sensitive to ethnic differences

Criterion for validity was an indicator of inflammation not

mortality or morbidity

Waist circumference No Easy to determine

Abdominal adiposity is the focus in individuals

with SCI

Several different methods used in different fields/studies

Only sensitive to abdominal adiposity

Cutoffs are sex-specific, but on nondisabled populations

Computerized tomography No Accurate

Measurement of regional body fat such as

abdominal fat

Expensive

May not accommodate individuals with a BMI⩾35 kg m−2

Bioelectrical impedance

analysis

No Gold standard for body composition

Segmental analysis possible, primarily important

for trunk fat

Ease of measurement, low expense, safety,

portability and reproducibility

Cutoffs not well established

Determined in nondisabled populations

Accuracy compromised by food and water intake or illnesses

characterized by fluid retention

DXA % fat mass No Gold standard for body composition

Information about bone density and specific

areas of adiposity

Cutoffs not well established

Determined in nondisabled populations

Few studies for comparison

Expensive

Ideal body weight No Easy to determine with valid weight

measurement

Not sensitive to physiological changes in SCI

Based on nondisabled sample

Disagreement over the cutoff values for general adult

population calling into question validity

Height-based, which is not consistent in disabled popula-

tions

Dated

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CDC, Center of Disease Control; SCI, spinal cord injury.
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valid. In addition, many studies determine obesity using fat mass
cutoffs of 25% for men and 35% for women, citing a WHO 1995
assembly report.25 However, this is not accurate and has been
improperly cited.40 Healthy body fat percentage guidelines in 18
categories that are age- and sex-specific, based on BMI classification,
exist, providing a more comprehensive and validated guideline.41

Very few validation studies for each obesity measure in people with
SCI exist. SCI-adjusted BMI classification of obesity at ⩾ 22 kg m− 2 is
suggested based on connection with C-reactive protein cutoff scores
indicating CVD risk. SCI-adjusted BMI cutoff values have not been
widely tested and validated in diverse populations with SCI and further
research is needed. Several studies suggest that WC is a good measure for
clinical practice with people who have SCI due to its correlation with
CVD risk, specifically abdominal adiposity, ease of measurement and low
cost.18 However, cutoff values for WC specific to people with SCI do not
exist. BIA is emerging as a more valid measure of obesity in SCI than
BMI. BIA provides an accurate value indicating changes in fat mass
following injury. It is common for individual’s weight to not change
substantially, but physiological changes in total fat mass and areas where
fat accumulation occurs are well documented in individuals with SCI in
the years following injury. CT and DXA provide gold standard
measurements of body composition and %FM in segments of the body
or total body, but these measurements are expensive, not widely available
and cutoff scores specific to people with SCI do not exist. In addition,
current clinical guidelines for %FM in the general population have not
been validated, and an incorrect citation of WHO 1995 has been widely
used in the literature; therefore, researchers must use %FM cutoffs with
caution. Furthermore, IBW is not a good measure of body composition
in research or clinical practice and is not used in any of the validation
studies for obesity in this population. Empirical testing of these different
methods for classifying obesity in individuals with SCI in relation to
morbidity and mortality is necessary to provide recommendations for
research and practice.
On the basis of our findings and the strengths and weaknesses of

each method, we recommend that clinicians and researchers proceed
with caution. Clinicians should use their best judgment in considering
the strengths and weaknesses outlined and choose methods on an
individual basis. For example, the use of multiple methods such as WC
and SCI-specific BMI when assessing disease risk in patients may be
appropriate for a clinician seeking a quick and simple indicator of
abdominal adiposity that is also able to give an accurate measure of an
individual's height and weight. However, in a research setting more
rigor and research is needed to develop a validated measurement of
obesity in individuals with SCI. Further, we posit that we currently do
not have enough evidence to provide public health recommendations
for obesity cutoffs for individuals with SCI, leaving a large gap in
knowledge that must be filled.
It is important to highlight again that the physiological changes

common following SCI predispose individuals to excess adiposity and
related conditions, making work in this area vital.31 Regardless of level
or completeness of injury, people with SCI experience skeletal muscle
atrophy, increased regional and total body fat mass and increased
intramuscular fat mass, which are strongly associated with insulin
resistance and other CVD risk factors.31 Despite being classified as
within normal weight status based on WHO BMI cutoffs, evidence
indicates that people with SCI have a higher body fat percentage per
unit of body mass compared with the nondisabled population.15,42 For
instance, compared to nondisabled controls matched by weight status
using mainstream measures, people with SCI have significantly greater
amounts of visceral adipose tissue, a risk factor for coronary heart
disease.42 Because risk factors occur at a lower weight status in people

with SCI compared to the nondisabled population, people with SCI
who are classified as normal weight by mainstream measures may not
be aware of their risk. Discrepancy in identifying at-risk individuals
creates universal challenges in defining obesity in this population.
Physiological differences following SCI limit the ability of researchers
and clinicians to draw conclusions about their health risks based on
current standards. It is reasonable to suspect that current obesity
measures similarly overlook key differences between the population
with SCI and normative samples for which they were developed.
In addition, when validating measures of obesity in SCI we must use

caution; clinically significant indicator levels of CVD risk factors are
based on general population data. Other health risk measures developed
in nondisabled samples may be inaccurate when applied to samples with
SCI due to physiological changes. For instance, following SCI, high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol levels are markedly depressed, and the risk
of coronary heart disease is proportionately higher compared to the
general population.43 Other CVD risk factors, such as metabolic
abnormalities and elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein levels,
typically differ between the population with SCI and the general
population. As a result, the Framingham risk scoring system may
underestimate CVD risk in people with SCI.43 Similarly, sympathetic
nervous system dysfunction after SCI results in orthostatic hypotension
(that is, low blood pressure due to pooling) and autonomic dysreflexia
(that is, intermittent spikes in blood pressure). Both conditions present
challenges in assessing chronic hypotension or hypertension in people
with SCI using standard blood pressure cutoff points.17

Obesity measurements and classifications found in this review are
used in diverse ways in research methodology. Some studies use
obesity status as part of eligibility criteria for participation, which can
be a major threat to external validity of results. Conclusions drawn
from studies using an invalid measure of obesity are potentially
making nonvalid generalizations based on their study population. In
addition, screening for obesity using a nonvalid cutoff or measurement
technique may exclude individuals who could benefit from interven-
tions and hinder our understanding of health risks associated with
obesity following SCI. The majority of studies use nonvalidated obesity
classifications as their outcome of interest or dependent variable,
independent variable or covariate. This can have an impact on results
driving future research and clinical practice. For example, Liang et al.44

used WC cutoff to assess risk factors for metabolic syndrome in men
with SCI compared to men without disabilities. Different WC cutoffs
may be needed for populations with SCI; therefore, comparisons are
inappropriate, and conclusion that men with SCI do not have
increased risk of metabolic syndrome is suspected. Validation studies
are primarily testing the legitimacy of obesity classification measures
used in nondisabled populations and general clinical practice on
samples with SCI. Validation studies that classify individuals in obesity
categories are not as great of a concern because they are aiming to
address a gap in the literature. More validation of obesity measures in
individuals with SCI is needed to provide clinical standards for use in
studies of rehabilitation outcomes, quality of life and validity of
research methodology and findings.
Limitations in this review include search of only one database,

PubMed, but initial investigation of other databases showed similar
results. This review focuses on SCI, identifying the barriers and
necessary modifications to obesity determination, so that the results
may not be applicable to other populations with disabilities.
The findings of this narrative review provide guidance for the field.

While it is encouraging to see the issue of obesity in individuals with
SCI gain more and more attention in the literature, this topic will
advance considerably more quickly with higher quality studies and
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greater potential for the application of advanced research methodol-
ogies, if rehabilitation researchers can reach consensus on the most
appropriate technique and cutoff scores for defining obesity in this
population.
Obesity cutoffs based on sex, age and race exist but not based on

disabling condition, specifically for people with SCI. People with SCI
may require even more specific guidelines based on the level of injury
(paraplegia vs tetraplegia), or functional status such as ASIA scores.
Research is needed that compares methods for classifying obesity with
indicators of mortality and morbidity as is done in research on the
general population. The same rigorous and stringent methodologies
are needed for populations with SCI and other disabilities that are
used in global and national population health research. In addition,
studies should continue comparing currently validated classifications
for general population with potentially valid SCI-specific classifications
to further our understanding of how different classifications impact
conclusions and recommendations in research and clinical settings.
Longitudinal and cross-sectional research in this area will have the
potential to improve the health and well-being of individuals living
with SCI.
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